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Fixed Programme, Croatia 
 

Itinerary 

Day 1: 

Transfer from the airport to Old Mulberry Estate. 

After settling into your accommodation, receive a 

complimentary welcome drink. Meet your hosts and 

benefit from an introductory talk about the estate and 

the area that you will be riding in over the next week. 

 

Depending upon your arrival times you will have lunch 

and dinner at the estate. 

Day 2: 

After breakfast, you are taken to the stables and 

introduced to the horses. 

 

Today you ride through picturesque countryside, local 

villages and on towards old fortress ruins which date 

back to the 17th century. This ride is a good chance to 

get to know your horse and experience some faster 

riding over the open fields. The trail will likely take you 

past old watermills, through forests and back to the 

estate where lunch is served. 

 

After a rest, you have the chance to go on a steadier 

ride through the estate itself. Ride over open pastures 

and discover hidden forest trails and spring wells. 

Day 3: 

Ride from the estate following old hunting paths, 

through forests and across meadows until you reach 

the River Kupa.  

The horses remain on the banks of the river as you 

climb aboard a boat, and cast off on a short rafting trip 

along the river. Eventually reaching a small sandy 

beach area where you can rest and maybe go for a 

swim before a traditional fish lunch is served. 

 

In the afternoon, re-saddle the horses and head back 

towards the estate in time to have dinner in the 

evening.  
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Day 4: 

Today is a rest day for the horses whilst you visit 

Plitvice National Park and Waterfalls.  

 

As a UNESCO site, this is one of the most beautiful 

tourist destinations in Europe. See countless waterfalls 

of varying sizes. Lunch is likely to be a simple picnic 

and/or sandwich or you may eat in one of the local 

cafes (to your own expense).  

Transfers and dinner are included (one drink is 

included with the evening meal, so please remember 

to take some cash with you and be prepared to 

purchase your own extra drinks at dinner should you 

want more). Entrance tickets to the park are an extra 

cost and payable locally.  

 

Return to the estate in the early evening.  

Day 5: 

This morning’s ride takes you through an old oak and 

beech forest, where you may get the chance to spot 

some local wildlife in its natural habitat.  

 

A picnic lunch is served for you in a remote and 

peaceful part of the forest.  

After lunch, ride towards open plains where the 

opportunities for long, fast canters are too good to 

ignore. 

 

Wind down through to the town of Topusko. 

Dismount and settle the horses in a pasture not far 

from the Top Terme Spa (Wellness Leisure Centre). 

Leaving the horses you transfer to the centre to relax 

and experience the indoor and outdoor swimming 

pools or even book a massage to ease aching muscles 

after some intense riding. Please do note that this Spa 

is a simple building offering basic leisure facilities, and 

the local residents in this rural area are very proud to 

have such facilities within their community.  

Please also remember to take some cash with you to 

purchase any drinks from the hotel bar during your 

time there.  
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Dinner will be served in the hotel restaurant (one 

drink included). Later in the evening you will be 

transferred back to the estate, a journey of c. 15 

minutes.  

Day 6: 

During today’s ride you venture up King Peter’s 

Mountain. This trail is demanding for both horse and 

rider but you are rewarded with a traditional Croatian 

lunch from a natural wood fire oven. This has been 

prepared by Mariana, the owner of the bee keeper’s 

house that you will stop at. Relax on the lawn in the 

shade of the forest after eating. 

 

You are welcome to try the homemade honey and 

liquors and you can also purchase some to take home 

with you if you wish. 

Re-mount and head further up the mountain. If the 

weather permits, you will be taken to see the WW2 

monument which commemorates those who served. 

This is the highest point for miles and on a clear day 

you may even be able to see the capital, Zagreb, in the 

distance. 

 

Later in the afternoon, ride down the mountain to a 

hunting lodge where a venison or other game-type 

dinner will be served.  

After dinner transfer back to the estate, a journey of 

about 15 minutes.  

Day 7: 

Today is your last riding day. Ride over steep hills, 

across flat plains; navigate through thick forest with 

marsh land and along shrub-covered gorges. 

 

In the middle of the day, have a final picnic lunch in 

the forest.  

Upon returning to the estate, a special farewell dinner 

will be served with candles and wine. Reflect and 

share your stories of your new experiences from the 

past week. 

Day 8: 

After breakfast, leave the estate at around 10:00 to be 

transferred to the airport in time for your flight. 

 


